Lots More To Offer
Providing employability
support to people aged over
45 in Kent and East Sussex
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The Lots More to Offer project aims
Lots More to Offer is a ‘Building Better Opportunities’ project funded by the National
Lottery Community Fund and the European Social Fund to help unemployed people aged
over 45 to progress towards jobsearch, education, training, employment and selfemployment.
Social Enterprise Kent (SEK) is the lead partner working with our current delivery partner
Swale Community and Voluntary Services for the Lots More to Offer project also known as
LMTO. In January 2017 the funding was awarded for a 3 year project to last until
December 2019. After consultation and a bid for extension it was agreed in late 2019 that
the project would continue until December 2021 making it a 5 year project. Targets were
originally to work with 150 participants and move 20% into employment. When the
extension was agreed, the targets were increased to 232 and to date the project has
surpassed the target by achieving 34 over target - giving the project a 60.1% conversion
rate.
The project was designed to support all unemployed people over the age of 45+ progress
towards employment. Interested participants could either be registered at JCP, or not.
Those who were not dependent on DWP benefits were registered to the project as
Economically inactive.
The Lots More to Offer project was designed to provide:A dedicated Employment Support Advisor to work with participants on a 1:1 basis;
Support with writing and updating a CV;
Job searching techniques;
Training and upskilling;
Interview preparation;
Support into self employment and help to investigate this building business plans etc.;
Support with motivation and confidence levels;
Developing bespoke employability action plans to address employability barriers.
To become registered on the project you could either be referred to Lots More To Offer
via your Work Coach at the JCP, self-refer, or could reach us via other sources such as
Ageless Thanet’s team of Life Planners. Information about our project could be found on
our website www.sekgroup.org.uk or you can find our leaflets in public places such as
libraries and cafes across Kent and East Sussex. This was a way for the Economically
Inactive potential participants to get in touch with a self referral.
The project team have also began using social media as a way of promoting the project
and sharing with other key stakeholders what the project can achieve for the participants.
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Challenges and solutions
The Paperwork
Over the past 4 years delivering the Lots More To Offer project, the team have enjoyed
tackling a number of challenges and developing effective and innovative solutions. At the
beginning of the project the funders' requirements with strict guidelines and establishing
processes took time to become familiar with. Each piece of project paperwork needed
creation and approval. Although this took some time, project team members worked
creatively and together with the funders the full set was completed. As a result, for the
past four years, we've achieved 100% compliance pass rate on submission to our funders.
Geographical cover
Previous partners SCDA and ARCK covered the East Sussex areas and to deliver in the
more rural parts of Kent. As a result, geographical areas have proved challenging. To
rectify this, two new Employment Support Advisers (ESAs) were recruited by SEK in the
Kent area during November 2018. One of the ESAs concentrated on the Thanet area
where there were higher volumes of participants coming through from JCPs via their
Work Coaches. Thanet was a trial rollout area for Universal Credit since 2017 which meant
that more people who were signing up to the project were already receiving that benefit
(Universal Credit).
A large part of our targets (nearly 30%) was for Economically Inactive participants which
has been the biggest challenge so far. This type of participant has proved particularly
difficult to recruit onto the project.
Participant commitment
There have been occasions when participants have not be able to fully commit and
consequently left the project without reaching an employability result or they've achieved
other outcomes from the framework. Consequently, this created challenges with our
paperwork requirements and the ability to obtain eligible evidence and signatures. We
have overcome this challenge by creating a disengagement process in agreement with
the funders.
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The LMTO Smart Device app
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Part of the initial LMTO bid, Social Enterprise Kent
were awarded funding to create a job searching app
to simplify the recruitment process for older people.
The app was designed to encourage older people to
become digitally included and less intimidated by
applying for jobs online. The creation of the
recruitment app was a challenge conquered with the
help of external technology companies and our IT
department. Although the final version of the app
was user friendly, simple to use and helpful, the app
has been in competition with other recruitment apps
such as Indeed and other apps where people can
search for jobs. However, the main selling point of
the app which was appealing to participants was the
fact that all employers who were registered were
local to the area and mostly SMEs. Therefore, the
app was a useful tool not only for the participants to
apply for work at local SME businesses, but it was a
great promotional tool for businesses. Businesses
and participants could access the app via a website
also so people could use it on their computers,
laptops or smart devices.
Before the app ceased in autumn 2020 after reaching it's funded target performance,
over 30 businesses registered and 10 participants secured work.

Once a participant was
signed up they could
browse the available jobs
on there and apply with one
click or use the phone
numbers to call and enquire
more or put themselves
forward for the job(s).
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The app has enabled SEK to build and maintain great relationships with
all the employers who used the app.
The app has also been ideal for up-skilling our participants and making
them feel more confident with online job searching.
I’ve The
needed
have
always
there
to to
turn
to. I dothe
what
I can, sometimes
apphelp
wasstaff
also
used
as abeen
great
tool
reduce
intimidation
froma whole
lot more in one time period than in the next. I have been appreciated for the help that
online recruitment. Many older people reported that they found the
I can give.

larger sites difficult to use.

Impact of Covid 19
From March 2020, like many other organisations, SEK has been affected
by the global coronavirus pandemic known as COVID-19. This pandemic
resulted in the UK government issuing a national 'lockdown' to manage
the rate of infection which in turn has required the LMTO project officers
to change the way in which we delivered the project overnight to remote
support.

Telephone calls and virtual meetings replaced existing face to face contact. This
presented many challenges with those who were digitally excluded however, regular
contact with our participants was crucial to ensure they had all resources, food and
support they needed during this challenging time. All LMTO Employment Support Advisors
kept in contact with participants and checked on their wellbeing regularly. The remote
way of working presented more and new training opportunities for our participants. Lots
of hard work ensued to achieve outcomes remotely.
To ensure the project was offering as much support as possible to our project
participants, the LMTO team worked with other services within Social Enterprise Kent
including Connect Well. Connect Well became a lifeline for supporting the vulnerable
people in the community. Every week the CWEK team issued a new Directory for services
that were still running during lockdown and we would distribute it to our participants as
being older many of them felt more vulnerable. The directory was so incredibly useful, it
led to our ESA based in East Sussex creating their own LMTO extra lockdown support
directory for their delivery area. This was particularly useful to build on relationships with
other services and also enabled the ESA to signpost their participants directly to those
services.

Claire, Ageless Thanet Volunteer
Although the national lockdown did create new virtual and online training opportunities, IT
equipment required for participants to access training has proved very difficult this year
since the first lockdown. People who are not in work may not be able to afford their own
laptop or computer at home so with the libraries all closed it has been a major impact on
the project.
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Moving into the New Normal
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Social Enterprise Kent conducted vigilant health and safety assessments before
the team returned to office based working from 1st July 2020. Following this all of
the SEK employability projects implemented a new COVID-19 health and safety
risk assessment to be completed for each participant before conducting a face to
face meeting 24 hours prior to the meeting. Only when it was deemed absolutely
necessary to meet, the new RAG risk assessments were conducted and it was
deemed that 15 minute meetings only were allowed for essential things (signatures
and evidence) to prevent any risk of spread.
LMTO Operational Supervisor and ESAs made connections with foodbanks and
other service providers to share the resources including Margate Independent
Foodbank, Changing Minds in Westgate, FutuREstore in Tunbridge Wells and
B@sement in Hastings.

Photo: Delivering some Personal Protective Equipment and leaflets to the ESA
at the partner organisation SCVS.
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Photo: Delivering some donations to the Margate Independent Foodbank.

Utilising social media during lockdown for maximum impact - this was tweeted
on Social Enterprise Day (November 19th) 2020.

What we’ve learnt from our
participants
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With a year of delivery remaining, the project has registered 289 participants on
the Lots More to Offer project. The original target for the overall project was to
reach and help 150 people altogether.
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148

Coming into the project we have so far recruited:-

182
Registered
Unemployed

101

With
Disabilities

107

Economically
Inactive
Other stats:-

226

Aged over
50

All of these people were aged over 45 when they joined us.
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Participant Data
To capture the positive impact of the project and track the participant
progression towards employment, we use a self analysis tool called a 'My
Journey'. This shows us some baseline data and how they grow (or not!)
through their time working with our ESAs.

87%
Increased their
overall score

55%

Increased their
overall score
by 5 or more

The questions ask participants to rate themselves from 1 to 10 about how
they feel they do in areas such as Job specific skills and experience,
Aspiration and motivation, Stability and Social Skills for Work.

86%
Increased
their
jobsearch
skills

82%

saw a
raised level
of
aspiration
and
motivation
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Partnership working experience
Sussex Community Development Association (SCDA) and Action with Communities in
Rural Kent (ARCK) left the partnership before the extension was agreed, but Swale
Community and Voluntary Services (SCVS) have continued supporting SEK to deliver
the project having contact regularly and maintaining that feeling of being part of the
LMTO team. Sharing best practice, collaborating and working together on new
strategies has been a key part of this successful partnership.

The Turner Contemporary in Margate hosted an event in March 2020 for Mental
Health Week just before the first lockdown. Other services in the area attended
working in partnership with Lots More to Offer especially those helping our
participants who may have felt the need to use those mental health services and
we would signpost them. Rethink Mental Illness and Richmond Fellowship both send
referrals our way and we send them back. The National Lottery LMTO Funding
Officer attended and saw how SEK are representing the Building Better
Opportunity projects, building partnerships and working effectively in collaboration
with other organisations. .
As lead partner we encourage peer to peer support and sharing best practice. We
even encourage the team to share the stories which have been most challenging to
identify learnings to be had. Our ESA Forums have been bimonthly and would be
held somewhere central for all ESAs to attend, the SEK Folkestone office has
proved a good venue but since March 2020 we have been holding them remotely
via Zoom instead.

Case Studies
The thing that Alain (51) reiterated
when thinking about his life before
LMTO and his life now is “I have been
helped”. He now is happy helping
other people in his new role as a
Support Worker in a residential home.

“'Lots More To Offer' helped me to see
that age was not an obstacle to
getting employment. I found the
support was absolutely necessary
to helping me secure a job which I am
now thoroughly enjoying and feel I am
making a difference to others lives.” Shoriza (63)

"I would recommend Lots More To
Offer to anyone who is
struggling to find work." Martin (53)

Jane (55) applied for the Seniors Helping
Seniors role via the Lots More to Offer app which
was designed to help the older people engage
with new technology. Christian said: “I am so
glad to welcome Jane to our team. As
our name suggests, Seniors Helping Seniors is
about matching people with experience with
older people who need help to live
independently and to enjoy themselves.
Jane’s life experiences will help others thrive.”
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Future of LMTO

The project is due to end in December 2021 and the National Lottery
Community Fund will be working with us to see about any possible
extensions and SEK hopes there will be an opportunity to extend the service
to continue supporting those who need this help. Other SEK projects have
been extended previously including LMTO from a 3 year project to a 5 year
project already.

Meanwhile we are continuing to help all our participants throughout Kent, Medway and
East Sussex through the global pandemic and its aftermath and we expect a lot more of
the over 45s will be needing our help in the future.
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